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We report the crystal structure of a soluble form of human

urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR/

CD87), which is expressed at the invasive areas of the

tumor-stromal microenvironment in many human can-

cers. The structure was solved at 2.7 Å in association

with a competitive peptide inhibitor of the urokinase-

type plasminogen activator (uPA)–uPAR interaction.

uPAR is composed of three consecutive three-finger do-

mains organized in an almost circular manner, which

generates both a deep internal cavity where the peptide

binds in a helical conformation, and a large external

surface. This knowledge combined with the discovery of

a convergent binding motif shared by the antagonist pep-

tide and uPA allowed us to build a model of the human

uPA–uPAR complex. This model reveals that the receptor-

binding module of uPA engages the uPAR central cavity,

thus leaving the external receptor surface accessible for

other protein interactions (vitronectin and integrins). By

this unique structural assembly, uPAR can orchestrate the

fine interplay with the partners that are required to guide

uPA-focalized proteolysis on the cell surface and control

cell adhesion and migration.
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Introduction

The involvement of urokinase-type plasminogen activator

receptor (uPAR; CD87) in the pathology of human cancers

is well documented (Stephens et al, 1999; Ploug et al, 2001;

Rosenberg, 2001; Blasi and Carmeliet, 2002; Ploug, 2003;

R^mer et al, 2004). In particular, high levels of uPAR in

tumour tissues and plasma from patients with various

human cancers are associated with poor prognosis and

increased risk of tumour recurrence and metastasis (Heiss

et al, 1995; Pappot et al, 1997; Stephens et al, 1999; Mustjoki

et al, 2000; R^mer et al, 2004). Also, synthetic peptide

inhibitors that compete with the urokinase-type plasminogen

activator (uPA)–uPAR interaction impair dissemination of

aggressive human carcinoma cell lines (Ploug et al, 2001;

Sato et al, 2002).

The biochemical properties of uPAR have been extensively

characterized (Ploug, 2003). Human uPAR is a glycolipid-

anchored (Ploug et al, 1991) modular protein having a single-

chain polypeptide (283 amino acids) organized into three

extracellular domains (Roldan et al, 1990; Ploug and Ellis,

1994). Each of these comprises approximately 90 residues

with four to five disulphide bonds and they are members of

the Ly-6/uPAR/a-neurotoxin protein domain family, which

are predicted to adopt a three-finger fold (Ploug and Ellis,

1994). The only mammalian members of this family docu-

mented so far to contain multiple copies of this domain are

uPAR and the metastasis-associated C4.4A (Hansen et al,

2004). Until now, no experimentally determined structures

are available for these modular proteins.

The primary function of uPAR is to bind uPA with high

affinity, and hence to focalize the cellular conversion of

plasminogen to plasmin (Ellis et al, 1989; Ploug, 2003). The

potency of this system is elegantly demonstrated by the

severe skin pathogenesis that develops in a plasminogen-

dependent process in bitransgenic mice having a combined

overexpression of both uPA and uPAR by epidermal keratino-

cytes, but this phenotype is absent in either of the cor-

responding single-transgenic mice (Zhou et al, 2000; Bolon

et al, 2004). Expression of uPAR at the invasive front of various

human carcinomas therefore favours a confined uPA-catalysed

plasmin degradation of basement membranes and extracellular

matrix, which contributes to the intravasation of cancer cells

into vascular or lymphatic systems (Stephens et al, 1999;

R^mer et al, 2004). This cellular migration is also regulated

by a complex molecular interplay between uPAR and other

partners, including extracellular matrix-deposited vitronectin

(Wei et al, 1994), various integrins (Wei et al, 1996, 2001) and

the G protein-coupled chemotactic receptor FPRL1/LXA4R

(Fazioli et al, 1997; Blasi and Carmeliet, 2002). Partitioning of

the glycolipid-anchored uPAR into membrane lipid rafts repre-

sents another regulatory level for controlling the focalized

function of this receptor (Cunningham et al, 2003).

To elucidate the structural basis for the complex biochem-

ical properties of human uPAR, we have solved the crystal

structure of a soluble form of this receptor at 2.7 Å, in

complex with a peptide that has a high affinity for uPAR

and inhibits its capacity to bind uPA (Ploug et al, 2001; Ploug,

2003). This peptide was originally selected for its potent

antagonist properties using a combination of phage display
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and combinatorial chemistry (Goodson et al, 1994; Ploug

et al, 2001). Based on this crystal structure of the uPAR–

peptide complex, we have subsequently constructed a model

of the human uPA–uPAR complex revealing, for the first time,

how the modular structure of uPAR may guide uPA-focalized

proteolysis on the cell surface and control cell adhesion and

migration.

Results and discussion

Crystallization of uPAR complexes

The recombinant truncated human uPAR (residues 1–283)

was produced as a secreted protein by Drosophila Schneider 2

cells (S2-cells). This host expression system was chosen as it

gives rise to a simple and homogenous biantenneary glyco-

sylation, which is advantageous for protein crystallization

(Gårdsvoll et al, 2004). We produced uPARwt and several

uPAR mutants having their five N-linked glycosylation sites

removed individually by site-directed mutagenesis (N52Q,

N162Q, N172Q, N200Q or N233Q). All purified uPAR mutants

exhibit similar binding kinetics for the interaction with uPA,

as assessed by surface plasmon resonance (Gårdsvoll et al,

2004). Complexes between uPAR variants and previously

described antagonist peptides (Ploug et al, 2001) were sub-

jected to crystallization trials. To increase solubility, two

selected peptides were extended at both termini with polar

residues. They were denoted AE147 (K-S-D-Cha-F-s-k-Y-L-W-

S-S-K; Cha: L-b-cyclohexyl-alanine) and AE170 (K-S-D-Cha-F-

s-k-CHg-L-W-S-S-K). Crystals in monoclinic and cubic forms

were obtained for uPARwt and uPARN200Q in complex with

AE147 and AE170, respectively. The free thiol group of AE170

was reacted with p-chloromercuribenzoic acid, and the cova-

lently linked mercury atom allowed us to solve the structure

of a 1:1 uPAR–AE170 complex by MAD, and to build an initial

model at 3.15 Å resolution. The monoclinic crystals con-

tained eight uPAR molecules arranged as an octamer in the

asymmetric unit, as revealed after molecular replacement.

The eight molecules were refined to 2.7 Å resolution. Three

regions (residues 84–90, 131–136 and 276–283) were, how-

ever, poorly defined in the electron density map and they

were therefore not included in the structure. All eight uPAR

molecules present in the unit cell are structurally equivalent

with an r.m.s.d. of 0.79 Å for all Ca.

Crystal structure of human uPAR

The determined crystal structure reveals that uPAR comprises

three domains (DI, DII and DIII), each of which adopts a

typical three-finger fold with three adjacent loops rich in

b-pleated sheets and a small C-terminal loop (Figure 1A). In

general, this fold possesses four disulphide bonds: three at

the base of the loops and a fourth that locks the C-terminal

loop (Low et al, 1976). This property is replicated in DII and

DIII, but not in DI, which lacks the third consensus cystine

(Ploug et al, 1993). The overall folding topology of DI and DII

resembles that of bucandin, a snake venom a-neurotoxin

from Bungarus candidus (Torres et al, 2001), whereas DIII

is reminiscent of CD59, a mammalian glycosylphosphatidyli-

nositol (GPI)-anchored protein that inhibits complement

activation (Fletcher et al, 1994), as illustrated in Figure 1B.

The secondary structure of uPAR is thus dominated by three

consecutive b-sheets—DI and DII provide six b-strands each,

whereas DIII donates only five b-strands (Figure 1).

Altogether, uPAR possesses 17 antiparallel b-strands, and

two short helical stretches at the edge of loop 3 of DIII.

The three domains of uPAR are assembled in a right-

handed orientation generating an almost globular receptor

with a breach between DI and DIII. This topology creates a

central cavity (19 Å deep) that accommodates the antagonist

peptide AE147. The top of the cavity is widely open (21–25 Å

large), surrounded by the tips of eight of the nine loops. The

cavity progressively narrows towards the bottom and its floor

is delineated by the large turns that connect loops 2 and 3 in

the three domains (Figure 2). The same faces of the three

b-sheets form the walls of the cavity and establish multiple

contacts with the peptide. An inventory of the residues

located at this interface is shown in Figure 3, highlighting

the 26 residues of uPAR that interact with the peptide AE147.

As illustrated in Figure 2A, these residues form a long

hydrophobic strip (coloured pale orange) that spans the

walls of DI and DIII as well as the floor of the cavity, and is

delimited by polar residues (coloured cyan). In agreement

B
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βIID

βIIID

C-terminus
N-terminus
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Figure 1 The structure of human uPAR. (A)The overall modular
structure of uPAR as a ribbon diagram. The individual uPAR
domains are assembled in a right-handed orientation and are
coloured yellow (DI), blue (DII) and red (DIII). The inset illustrates
the typical b-strand nomenclature (Low et al, 1976) for a three-
fingered fold, using bucandin as a model (Torres et al, 2001).
Adopting this nomenclature, the 17 b-strands of uPAR encompass
the regions 2–6 (bIA), 12–16 (bIB), 23–33 (bIC), 36–46 (bID), 53–57
(bIE) and 64–71 (bIF) in DI; 94–96 (bIIA), 112–114 (bIIB), 121–129
(bIIC), 142–149 (bIID), 155–160 (bIIE) and 164–171 (bIIF) in DII;
and 189–199 (bIIIA), 211- 216 (bIIIB), 221–229 (bIIIC), 234–242
(bIIID) and 262–266 (bIIIF) in DIII. The short helical stretches in
DIII (aIIIE) encompass residues 244–248 and 250–255. The bended
b-strands in DII and DIII are indicated separately. (B) From left to
right, superimpositions of bucandin (yellow) on uPAR DI and DII
(grey) and of CD59 (orange) on uPAR DIII (grey). Disulphide bonds
are coloured green in the superimpositions. For sake of clarity, the
positions of the N- and C-termini are indicated in panel A.
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with previous biochemical data (Ploug, 1998; Ploug et al,

1998, 2001), DI plays a predominant role in this ligand

interaction by providing half of the binding interface.

Accordingly, the average temperature factor for DI (39.6 Å2)

is more similar to that observed for the peptide (38.0 Å2) than

those of DII and DIII (51.0 and 57.3 Å2, respectively), which

are therefore more agitated.

A characteristic property of the uPAR complex is governed

by its large outer surface (Figure 2B and C) that is readily

accessible to other uPAR ligands. This external surface is

delimited by the opposite face of the three b-sheets and

harbours the proximate interdomain linker regions and the

five possible N-linked glycosylation sites at N52, N162, N172,

N200 and N233. Carbohydrates were observed at four of

these sites in the structure, as the mutation N200Q was

important for optimal crystal growth. The degree of definition

for these carbohydrate structures varied among the eight

uPAR molecules in the unit cell, from one b-1,4-N-acetyl-

glucosamine (NAG) to two NAGs and three mannose

(Man) moieties in the electron density maps, as illustrated

in Figure 4A.

The tight assembly of the three domains in uPAR is

ensured by two conserved interdomain interfaces that in-

clude two analogously bended b-strands in DII (bIID) and

DIII (bIIID). The C-terminus of bIID is involved in the

formation of an interdomain b-sheet with DI (bIE), whereas

the C-terminus of bIIID forms a short interdomain b-sheet

with DII (bIIE) (Figure 1A). This unique organization allows

the three domains to form a virtually continuous and nearly

circular b-sheet. If the eight uPAR molecules of the unit cell

are superimposed onto DII, the angle between DI and DII

varies from 107.8 to 112.21 and the angle between DII and

DIII varies from 115.9 to 121.31. This flexibility occurs at

the conserved RGC sequences in bIID and bIIID, which act

as hinges allowing the three successive b-sheets to adopt

different relative orientations.

Interaction between human uPAR and the antagonist

peptide

Inhibition of the uPA–uPAR interaction by peptides and small

molecules has been extensively explored (Rosenberg, 2001;

Ploug, 2003; R^mer et al, 2004). Some linear (Appella et al,

1987) or cyclic (Schmiedeberg et al, 2002) peptides were

derived from a functionally identified uPA sequence, whereas

others resulted from random phage display, followed by

affinity maturation (Goodson et al, 1994; Ploug et al, 2001).

AE147, which was obtained by the latter approach, binds to

uPAR with a Kd of 16.4 nM. When the peptide is bound to

uPAR, it adopts a regular right-handed 3.6 a-helical structure

from residues 3 to 12 (Figures 4B and 5), showing that the

constraints brought by the two D-amino acids affect the side-

chain orientations but not the main-chain conformation. The

axis of the helix is nearly perpendicular to the major b-sheet

of DII, with its N-terminus pointing towards the breach.

Superimposition of all peptide antagonists present in the

eight complexes of the asymmetric unit cell is shown in

Figure 5B. Apart from a slight divergence at the N-terminus,

the eight peptides superimpose well, with an r.m.s.d. for their

Ca atoms that varied from 0.3 to 0.9 Å in the different peptide

pairs. Approximately 2000 Å2 of the overall accessible surface

is buried upon complex formation, which is comparable to

the average interface of protein–protein interactions (Lo

Conte et al, 1999). The peptide buries 66% of its surface

and if we consider that an interaction between uPAR and

the peptide is effective when observed in at least six of

the eight molecules of the asymmetric unit, virtually

all the peptide residues interact with uPAR. Residues located

at the extremities of the peptide establish less contact with

uPAR as compared with F5, L9 and W10 (Figure 3), which are

almost entirely buried and cover half of the interface with

uPAR. In particular, L9 establishes the shortest hydrogen

A

C-terminus

C-terminus

B

C

Figure 2 Molecular surface representation of the uPAR–peptide
complex. The surface of uPAR is shown in grey, whereas the
bound antagonist peptide (AE147) is shown as a ribbon diagram
in dark blue. Receptor residues interacting with AE147 are coloured
orange (hydrophobic) or cyan (polar). (A) The front side, (B) the
upper side and (C) the rear side of the complex, with asparagine-
linked glycosylation sites coloured light green. The C-terminal end
is shown in panels A and C. In panel B, it is located behind the
molecule and hence it cannot be seen by the reader.
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bond with R142, and W10 occupies the deepest hydrophobic

hole of the cavity. Located on the edge of the helix facing

the floor of the cavity, these three residues are nearly aligned

and constitute a major binding motif for the peptide. Cha4

and Y8 are 70% buried and strengthen the binding contri-

bution of the main motif. These observations provide a

unifying structural basis for previous biochemical data ob-

tained by alanine-scanning (Ploug et al, 2001), photoaffinity

labelling (Ploug, 1998) and hydrogen–deuterium exchange

(J^rgensen et al, 2004) experiments made with highly similar

parent peptides.

The antagonist peptide and uPA bind to overlapping

determinants in the central cavity of uPAR. This is supported

by the observation that some of the uPAR residues that

interact with AE147 were previously shown to interact with

uPA. In particular, four residues in uPAR DI (R53, L55, Y57

and L66) that occupy prominent positions in the binding

interface with AE147 were previously emphasized to be

important for uPA binding by site-directed mutagenesis

(Gårdsvoll et al, 1999). Once the central cavity of uPAR is

occupied by an antagonist peptide or a small molecule

(Rosenberg, 2001; Ploug, 2003), uPAR cannot simultaneously

bind uPA and is therefore unable to focalize proteolysis

on the cell surface. Targeting this cavity in uPAR appears

therefore as an appealing strategy for designing future

anticancer drugs.

The use of various mouse model systems as surrogates for

human cancer in preclinical assessment of uPAR-targeted

intervention is, however, complicated by an unexpected

preference of most antagonists for human uPAR (R^mer

et al, 2004). Furthermore, it is well established that a cross-

species barrier also exists in the uPAR–uPA interaction be-

tween man and mouse (Ploug et al, 2001) but not for the

high-affinity interaction between human uPA and cell

lines from Chinese hamster, pig and the African green mon-

key (Estreicher et al, 1989; Fowler et al, 1998; Engelholm

and Behrendt, 2001). To explore the basis for the species

specificity, we examined whether one (or more) of the

residues that differ between murine and human uPAR is

(are) contained within the binding interface for AE147. As

shown in Figure 3, we found that three of the 26 human uPAR

residues that interact with AE147 are indeed nonconserva-

tively changed in the murine receptor (E42T, R142D and

S257P). A detailed comparison of the central cavity of

human and murine uPAR will be required to unravel the

mechanisms underlying the different behaviour of these

receptors in terms of recognition of both peptides and their

cognate ligands (Ploug et al, 2001).

distance 2.5 −3.4 Å

distance 3.5 − 4.5 Å

distance <2.5 Å

AE147 K   - S   - D   - Cha - F -  s  -  k  -  Y  -  L - W -  S  -  S  -  K

K50 E68
K50

R53
R53 E68

T54 L55 L66 D254 Y57L150
L148 T54 M55 L66 D252 Y57

I124
H166V126

V127
T127
T128 H164

F167
F165

L252
V250

T27 V29 L40 E42

A255R142V125 H251L168

R25 S257
R25 T27 L29 V40 T42 P255

L166 V126 D140 H249 S253

L123

Figure 3 Interacting residues in both the antagonist peptide AE147 and uPAR as observed in the crystal structure of the uPAR–peptide
complex. The amino-acid sequence of AE147 is shown in the single-letter code with capitals denoting L-amino acids and lower case D-amino
acids. Cha: L-b-cyclohexyl-alanine. Residues in black are from human uPAR (Roldan et al, 1990). The corresponding residues from murine
uPAR (see text) are coloured blue (Kristensen et al, 1991). Bold letters in blue highlight nonconservative substitutions among these residues in
the cavity of human and murine uPAR.

W10 Y8

Cha4

N162

NAG

NAG

Man

Man

Man
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B

Figure 4 Stereo view of two 2Fo�Fc omit maps. (A) A 1.5s level
contoured map for the carbohydrate linked to N162 in uPAR domain
DII. (B) A similar contoured map for the bound AE147 (in grey).
The refined atomic model of AE147 is shown in stick representation
(red). Cha: L-b-cyclohexyl-alanine; NAG: N-acetylglucosamine;
Man: mannose.
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The antagonist peptide and the binding module

of uPA share a common structural motif

The key determinants by which uPA binds uPAR include Y24,

F25, I28 and W30 that are located within or close to the tip of

a long b-hairpin in the growth factor-like (GFD) receptor-

binding module of uPA (Hansen et al, 1994; Magdolen et al,

1996; Ploug, 2003). A constrained uPA-derived cyclic peptide

that binds uPAR with high affinity has a Ca backbone that

also superimposes well with this b-hairpin of GFD, and the

side chains important for uPAR binding occupy almost iden-

tical spatial positions as the corresponding residues in uPA

(Schmiedeberg et al, 2002). Most strikingly, although the

peptide AE147 was originally selected by a random combi-

natorial approach, its binding residues W10, L9, Y8, s6 and

F5 also adopt analogous spatial positions as compared to

Y24, F25, W30, S26 and I28 in GFD, respectively (Figure 6A).

Therefore, although AE147 and GFD adopt entirely unrelated

secondary structures, an a-helix and a b-hairpin, respectively,

they seem to have reached a convergent solution for binding

to uPAR. This observation has two implications. First, it lends

credibility to the view that targeting the central cavity of

uPAR with small molecules derived from the hydrophobic

binding motif observed in AE147 constitutes an appea-

ling strategy for designing uPAR inhibitors with antitu-

mour effects. Second, assuming that the key residues of the

A

B

Cha4

Y8

L9

W10

F5

s6

W10

L9

s6

Y8

F5
Cha4

Figure 5 Binding of the antagonist peptide in uPAR cavity. (A) The
interface between uPAR (illustrated as surface representation) and
AE147 (illustrated by a combined ribbon and stick representation
in dark blue) is shown from the front side. The interface provided
by uPAR is coloured pale orange (hydrophobic) or cyan (polar),
whereas the corresponding side chains in AE147 are coloured red.
Note that the indole side chain of W10 efficiently engages the deep
and prominent hydrophobic hole of the central cavity of uPAR and
the side chain of L9 is located proximate to its entrance. (B)
Superposition of all eight peptide molecules observed in the unit
cell. The figure shows superposition of their Ca backbones and the
side chains of Cha4, F5, s6, Y8, L9 and W10 which are involved in
binding to uPAR (see text).

W10 L9
s6

F5

Y8
Y24 F25

s26

I28

W30

GPI anchor

Cell membrane

B

Y24

F25

W30
I28

C-terminus

A
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Figure 6 Model of the uPA–uPAR complex. (A) Stereo views of the
key residues by which AE147 (blue) and the b-hairpin in GFD of
uPA (red) bind to uPAR in our crystal structure and in a GFD–uPAR
model, respectively. Note that W10 and L9 of AE147 exhibit a
spatial superimposition with Y24 and F25 in uPA. (B) Model for
the structure of the human GFD–uPAR complex. The uPAR mole-
cule is shown as a molecular surface representation with the
residues interacting with GFD in the same colour code as those
used in Figures 2 and 4. The receptor-binding module of uPA is
shown in red as a ribbon diagram with the side chains of Y24, F25,
I28 and W30, which are highlighted by sticks. A schematic repre-
sentation of the glycolipid (GPI) anchor is shown to connect the
C-terminus of uPAR to a model of the cell membrane. Note that the
GPI anchor is not shown to scale and the relative orientation of
uPAR to the cell membrane is arbitrarily presented.
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conserved binding motif in the peptide and GFD bind at

homologous positions in uPAR, the constraints observed

between the peptide and uPAR can be used to elaborate a

model of the complex between uPAR and GFD.

Modelling the structure of human uPAR in complex

with the uPA-binding module

Based on the above assumption, we built a model of the

GFD–uPAR complex using a conventional docking procedure

(Brooks et al, 1988). We selected the five complexes showing

the most favourable van der Waals energies. These low

values (not shown) suggest that the two proteins may interact

without requiring major conformational rearrangements. To

further validate these models, we subjected residues 21–30

in GFD to a theoretical alanine-scanning and compared the

calculated DDG values with those deduced from experimental

mutagenesis studies (Magdolen et al, 1996). For all five

models, the DDG values were higher than 1 kcal/mol and

compared well for the uPA mutants K23A, Y24A and F25A.

For example, in the two models showing the best agreement

between theoretical and experimental values, the calculated

DDG values for K23A, Y24A, F25A and W30A were 1.470.2,

1.870.2, 1.270.4 and 1.270.2 kcal/mol, respectively, and

the experimental DDG values were 1.0 and 2.2 kcal/mol for

K23A and Y24A (M Ploug, unpublished) and 2.2 kcal/mol for

both F25A and W30A (calculated from Magdolen et al (1996)

after standardization with Kd values from M Ploug). A value

of 0.870.1 kcal/mol was calculated for I28A while it was

experimentally observed to be 1.1 kcal/mol (calculated from

Magdolen et al (1996) after standardization with Kd values

from M Ploug) or 1.2 kcal/mol (M Ploug, unpublished). For

all other single point mutations, the DDG values were lower

than 0.5 kcal/mol in both experimental and calculated cases.

We found a remarkable spatial superimposition between the

bound side chains of L9 and W10 in the peptide and F25 and

Y24 in uPA, respectively (Figure 6A). These receptor-binding

dyads (L9/W10 and F25/Y24) may similarly anchor the

antagonist peptide and uPA tightly to the bottom of the

central cavity of uPAR. The situation is slightly different for

the remaining two positions in the conserved receptor-bind-

ing motif (Y8/F5 and W30/I28). The side chains of Y8 in the

peptide and W30 in uPA remain in proximity although they

do not really superimpose, whereas those of F5 and I28 are

always relatively far apart. Figure 6B shows the model of the

GFD–uPAR complex having the best agreement between the

calculated and experimental DDG values.

As suggested from this model, the b-hairpin of GFD

engages the cavity without generating major clashes with

uPAR. The plane formed by its two b-strands is nearly

perpendicular to the plane of the major b-sheet in DI. The

tip of the b-hairpin of GFD and the first helical turn of AE147

occupy highly similar positions in the cavity proximal to one

of the helical stretches in loop 3 of uPAR DIII. The N-terminal

part of GFD occupies the upper part of the space between DI

and DIII, whereas its C-terminal region resides in proximity

to a crenel-like structure observed in the upper part of DI. A

large body of biochemical data (Ploug, 2003) provides strong

evidence in support of the proposed model for the GFD–uPAR

complex. All side chains of R53, L55, Y57 and L66 in loop 3 of

DI reside within the binding cavity of uPAR and accordingly

these residues were previously shown to be important for the

uPA interaction, by site-directed mutagenesis (Gårdsvoll et al,

1999). The same holds true for one or more of the residues

R137, K139, R142, H143 and R145 located in loop 2 of DII

(Bdeir et al, 2000). In contrast, the fucosylated T18 and N32 in

GFD, whose alanine substitutions cause little effect on the

complex stability (Hansen et al, 1994; Magdolen et al, 1996),

are both located outside the GFD–uPAR interface. Finally, Y57

in uPAR and Y24 in GFD both become inaccessible to chemical

modification with tetranitromethane upon complex formation

(Ploug et al, 1995), which agrees with our current model where

the relative accessible surface areas of both phenolic groups are

shielded upon the GFD–uPAR interaction.

The structure of uPAR can orchestrate complex

biological events on the cell surface

Expression of uPAR at the invasive front of many human

carcinomas is thought to contribute to degradation of the

extracellular matrix by focalizing uPA-catalysed plasminogen

activation to these areas (R^mer et al, 2004). However, the

cellular migration accompanying intravasation into the vas-

cular or lymphatic systems is also regulated by a complex

molecular interplay between uPAR and other binding part-

ners, including matrix-deposited vitronectin (Wei et al, 1994;

Cunningham et al, 2003), the G protein-coupled chemotactic

receptor FPRL1/LXA4R (Fazioli et al, 1997) and various

integrins (Wei et al, 1996, 2001; Pluskota et al, 2003). At

present, no clear picture of the uPAR determinants that

govern vitronectin binding has yet emerged. However, in a

model of human vitronectin (Lynn et al, 2005), the N-

terminal somatomedin B domain harbours the principal

interaction sites for both uPA–uPAR complexes (Deng et al,

1996) and the plasminogen activator inhibitor PAI-1 (Zhou

et al, 2003). Our model suggests that uPAR does not undergo

dramatic conformational changes when GFD of uPA is em-

bedded in the central cavity and the large outer receptor

surface remains accessible to additional binding partners,

like vitronectin and integrins. This latter view is supported

by a recent study by homologue-scanning mutagenesis,

which reports that two regions located on the outer surface

of uPAR bind to vitronectin (Li et al, 2003). In other words,

formation of a ternary uPA–uPAR–vitronectin complex ap-

pears reasonable from a structural point of view and we

anticipate that in such a complex, uPAR will adopt a structure

that will remain comparable to the one that is reported in this

work. Therefore, notwithstanding its relatively small size, the

unique modular assembly of the three consecutive three-

fingered domains in the intact uPAR enables it to orchestrate

the complex events that are required to focalize proteolysis

on the cell surface and facilitate a controlled extracellular

matrix degradation followed by intravasation and metastasis

in various carcinomas.

Traditionally, the three-finger fold has been associated

with its ability to exert toxic functions (Ménez et al, 2002),

and more recently it has also been recognized for being the

single extracellular ligand-binding domain of either the GPI-

anchored CD59 (Fletcher et al, 1994) or various cytokine

receptors (Greenwald et al, 1999; Kirsch et al, 2000;

Hart et al, 2002; Thompson et al, 2003). We have now

shown that this domain can be structurally assembled

into a multimeric receptor endowed with distinct binding

specificities for functionally diverse partners such as a serine

protease (uPA), a matrix protein (vitronectin) and cell

adhesion receptors (integrins).
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Materials and methods

Expression and purification of recombinant soluble uPAR
Drosophila S2-cells were stably transfected by the expression vector
pMTC-suPAR, which encodes residues 1–283 of human uPAR along
with the native signal sequence of uPAR under the control of an
inducible metallothionein promoter (Gårdsvoll et al, 2004).
Expression vectors encoding uPARwt as well as the following
single-site glycosylation mutants were used (N52Q, N162Q, N172Q,
N200Q and N233Q). After 1 week of induction by 0.5 mM CuSO4,
the conditioned medium typically contained between 5 and 10 mg/l
uPAR and the secreted receptors were subsequently purified
using an immunoaffinity column with the immobilized monoclonal
anti-uPAR antibody R2 followed by reversed-phase HPLC using a
Brownlee Aquapore C4 column as described previously (Gårdsvoll
et al, 2004). As judged by SDS–PAGE and Coomassie G250 staining,
the purity of these preparations was estimated to be 495%. The
glycosylation profiles of the purified uPAR variants were evaluated
by MALDI-MS and are dominated by simple Man3GlcNAc2Fuc
moieties (Gårdsvoll et al, 2004).

Crystallographic data
Peptide–uPAR crystals were grown at 17–201C by streak seeding
and macroseeding in seating drop vapour diffusion experiments
(Stura, 1999, 2001). The concentrations of peptide and uPAR used in
crystallization assays were, respectively, 1 and 10 mg/ml. The most
suitable crystals were obtained with peptide AE147 in a solution
containing 1.29–1.41 M ammonium sulphate in 50 mM imidazole at
pH 7.0–7.4 at 201C. These crystals belong to the monoclinic space
group P21 with cell parameters a¼ 106.9 Å, b¼ 136.8 Å, c¼ 140.5 Å
and b¼ 97.3 Å. To introduce a heavy metal atom in the crystal, Y8
in AE170 was substituted by a cysteine, the thiol group of which
was subsequently derivatized by p-chloromercurybenzoic acid. The
resulting peptide conjugate had a mass of 1885.88 Da, as measured
by electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry, which is consistent
with the covalent incorporation of the mercury atom. Optimized

crystals were obtained with this peptide and an N200Q glycosyla-
tion site mutant of uPAR in a solution containing 1.2 M ammonium
sulphate, 25 mM borate, 5 mM EDTA and 150 mM NaCl (pH 8.0).
These crystals grow in the cubic space group I432 with
a¼ b¼ c¼ 187.0 Å. Crystals for data collection were flash-frozen
in a cryo-stream or in liquid ethane using a cryo-solution with 25%
of glycerol added to the crystallization solution. Data of the cubic
crystal form with the mercury-derivatized peptide were collected at
two wavelengths on beam line ID-29 at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) to 3.15 Å and reduced with HKL
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997); full details are given in Table I.
The structure was solved with SHARP (De La Fortelle and Bricogne,
1997). The initial model was built in the cubic crystal form, and
used to solve the structure in the monoclinic form. The protein
building was then accomplished alternatively between the cubic
and the monoclinic form in order to remove the error associated
with each crystal form. The refinement was performed in the
monoclinic form to 2.7 Å with REFMAC (Collaborative Computa-
tional Project number 4 (1994) The CCP4 suite: programs for
protein crystallography. Acta Crystallogr D 50: 760–763). The eight
molecules were initially restrained with noncrystallographic sym-
metry and loosened later during the refinement process. The
translation-libration-screw (TLS) method was applied using three
rigid groups per uPAR molecule. The three TLS groups were defined
according to the two hinges observed in the structure. The first TLS
group includes residues 1–77 corresponding to domain I, residues
146–149 from domain II and the peptide residues arbitrarily
numbered from 501 to 513. The second group includes residues
92–145 and 150–177 from domain II plus residues 240–255 from
domain III. The third group includes residues 192–239 and 256–274
from domain III. After refinement, the R-factor was 0.246 and the
Rfree 0.315 for eight uPAR-AE147 molecules, 32 glycosylation sites
and 746 water molecules per unit cell, which corresponds to 93
water molecules per uPAR molecule. Phases were further validated
by systematic omit maps (Figure 4). In particular, three mannose
groups and two NAG were observed at N162 in four of the eight
uPAR molecules (Figure 4A). Statistics of the data collection,

Table I Data collection, phasing and refinement statistics

MAD Native cubic Native monoclinic

Remote Inflection

Wavelength (Å) 0.9762 1.0087
Resolution (Å) (highest shell) 99–3.5 (3.66–3.5) 99–3.55 (3.68–3.55) 50–3.15 (3.22–3.15) 40–2.7 (2.76–2.70)
Space group I432 P21

Cell constants a¼ b¼ c¼ 187.73 Å a¼ 106.9. b¼ 136.8. c¼ 140.5 Å
a¼b¼ g¼ 901 a¼ 901, b¼ 97.31, g¼ 901

Reflections 8068 7136 7994 110121
Redundancy 413 413 3 3
I/s 32.2 (6.2) 34.8 (5.3) 11 (1.39) 12.4 (2.61)
Completeness 99.7% 99.7% 96.9% 99.5%
Rmerge 0.097 (0.58) 0.093 (0.701) 0.071 (0.543) 0.09 (0.575)

Phasing
FoM (a/c) 0.3724/0.18807
PhP ano 1.254 0.983
PhP iso (a/c) — 0.252/0.27

Refinement
R 0.245
Rfree 0.315
Total number of atoms 18 548
Number of

Protein atoms 15 976
Carbohydrate atoms 1718
Sulphate ions 105
Water molecules 749

Average B-factor 58.8 Å2

R.m.s.d. from ideality
On bonds 0.011 Å
On angles 1.6341
On chirality 0.1121

Percentage of outliers in Ramachandran plot 0.4%
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refinement and model validation are shown in Table I. The
coordinates of the structure have been deposited in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) with the code number 1YWH.

Molecular modelling of uPAR–GFD complexes
The NMR-derived structure of the amino-terminal fragment of
human uPA (residues 1–135; PDB accession number 1URK) was
used for the present modelling of the uPAR–GFD (residues 1–48)
complexes. A rigid-body molecular dynamics was first performed to
superimpose atoms of residues 30, 24, 25 and 28 in GFD as well as
possible with atoms of the residues 8, 10, 9 and 5 of the peptide
AE147. A high-temperature molecular dynamics procedure was
subsequently applied in which ambiguous constraints were
introduced between the side chains of (i) I28 in GFD and R53,
L55, L66 and L150 in uPAR; (ii) F25 in GFD and L55, L123, V125,
L168, H251 and L150 in uPAR; (iii) Y24 in GFD and V125, L168,
H251, L252, A255 and H166 in uPAR; and (iv) W30 in GFD and L55,
L66, V29, L31 and Y57 in uPAR. Four-dimensional molecular
dynamics at 500 K allowed us to optimize protein–protein interac-
tions during 24 000 steps followed by 8000 steps of regular
molecular dynamics at 400 K and 8000 steps at 300 K. Finally,
electrostatic terms were introduced during 8000 steps of minimiza-

tion under harmonic constraints. During the whole docking
procedure, the X-ray structure of uPAR was maintained fixed. For
the structures with the lowest van der Waals interaction energy, a
theoretical alanine-scanning was performed. Binding free energies
were calculated using the Poisson–Boltzmann equation (Eriksson
and Roux, 2002). All the calculations were performed using the
CHARMM program (Brooks et al, 1988) version c28a3 with the
force field par_all22_prot_lipid.inp and top_all22_prot_lipid.inp
(MacKerell et al, 1998).
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